ECRB Gas Working Group Activities

Elena Stratulat, ECRB GWG Chairwoman
Report from the last GWG meetings

- **47-th GWG meeting** took place on **12-13th February** in Vienna, back to back with the **ECRB CAM Workshop – 13 February**;

- **48-th GWG online meeting** took place on **3-rd June**
  - Updates on gas related recent Energy Community developments;
  - Round Table on 3rd Package implementation;
  - Discussion on network code implementation in the CP;
  - Updates of TF ongoing activities.
ECRB WP 2020 - GWG activities:

1. TF 1 – Wholesale market monitoring
2. TF2 - CMP Network Code implementation
3. TF3 - CAM Network Code implementation
4. TF4 - Regulatory investment climate
TF. 1 Wholesale market monitoring

Monitoring report on the development of gas wholesale markets in the Contracting Parties

Input to ACER’s Market Monitoring Report on aspects of gas wholesale markets in the Contracting Parties
TF3. Implementation of CAM NC in the ENC

ECRB Workshop on implementation of Regulation 2017/459 establishing a network code on gas capacity allocation mechanisms in the Energy Community Challenges and lessons learned - was organized on 13 February;

Participants: CP; TSOs; ACER; ENTSOG; representatives of 3 capacity booking platforms;

- Activities undertaken towards implementing CAM NC;
- Selection of a booking platform;
- What the TSOs had to change in order to implement CAM;
- ACER Decision on capacity booking platform;
- How the TSOs of the EnC Contracting Parties may use existing platforms.
TF 2 – CMP Network code implementation

- ECRB obligation stemming from the CMP NC
- The final report is being drafted by the ECRB Section based on the Questionnaires received from the CP.
According to the ECRB WP for 2020, TF 4 was planned as a Joint analysis of the regulatory investment framework in ECRB, CEER and MedReg countries.

The CEER representatives expressed the availability to work together with ECRB next year and integrate the CPs in CEER Report on Regulatory Frameworks for European Energy Networks 2020.

Due to the pandemic circumstance, MedREG did not confirm the participation in the joint TF.
Thank you for your attention!
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